Abstract
progress are achieved mainly through engineering network architectures which jointly address two issues: increasing representational power by going either deeper or wider, and maintaining the feasibility of optimization using backpropagation with stochastic gradient descent (i.e., the vanishing and/or exploding gradient problems). The dramatic success does not necessarily speak to its sufficiency. Hinton recently pointed out: according to recent neuroscientific research, these artificial networks do not contain enough levels of structure [22, 50] . In this paper, we are interested in grammar-guided network generators (Fig. 1 ).
Neural architecture design and search can be posed as a combinatorial search problem in a product space comprising two sub-spaces ( Fig. 2 (a) ): (i) The structure space which consists of all directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) with the start node representing input raw data and the end node representing task loss functions. DAGs are entailed for feasible computation. (ii) The node operation space which consists of all possible transformation functions for implementing nodes in a DAG, such as Conv+BN [28] +ReLU [30] with different kernel sizes and feature channels.
The structure space is almost unbounded, and the node operation space for a given structure is also combinatorial. Neural architecture design and search is a challenging problem due to the exponentially large space and the highly nonconvex non-linear objective function to be optimized in the search. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) , to mitigate the difficulty, neural architecture design and search have been simplified to design or search a building block structure. Then, a DNN consists of a predefined number of stages each of which has a small number of building blocks. This stagewise building-block based design is also supported by the theoretical study in [1] under some assumptions. Fig. 2 (c) shows examples of some popular building blocks with different structures. Two questions arise naturally:
• Can we unify the best practices used by the popular building blocks in a simple and elegant framework? More importantly, can we generate building blocks and thus networks in a principled way to effectively unfold the space ( Fig. 2 (a) ) ? (If doable) • Will the unified building block/network generator improve performance on accuracy, model interpretability and adversarial robustness without increasing model complexities and computational costs? If yes, the potential impacts shall be broad and deep for representation learning in numerous practical applications. To address the above questions, we first need to understand the underlying wisdom in designing better network architectures: It usually lies in finding network structures which can support flexible and diverse information flows for exploring new features, reusing existing features in previous layers and back-propagating learning signals (e.g., gradients). Then, what are the key principles that we need to exploit and formulate such that we can effectively and efficiently unfold the structure space in Fig. 2 (a) in a way better than existing networks? Compositionality, reconfigurability and lateral connectivity are well-known principles in cognitive science, neuroscience and pattern theory [12, 44, 17, 13, 31, 13] . They are fundamental for the remarkable capabilities possessed by humans, of learning rich knowledge and adapting to different environments, especially in vision and language. They have not been, however, fully and explicitly integrated in DNNs.
In this paper, we presents compositional grammati- Figure 2 . Illustration of (a) the space of neural architectures, (b) the building block based design, and (c) examples of popular building blocks in GoogLeNet [55] , ResNet [21] , ResNeXt [63] , DenseNet [26] and DualPathNets [6] . See text for details.
cal architectures that realize compositionality, reconfigurability and lateral connectivity for building block design in a principled way. We utilize AND-OR Grammars (AOG) [52, 71, 70] and propose AOG building blocks that unify the best practices developed in existing popular building blocks. Our method deeply integrates hierarchical and compositional grammars and DNNs for harnessing the best of both worlds in deep representation learning. Why grammars? Grammar models are well known in both natural language processing and computer vision. Image grammar [71, 9, 70, 12] was one of the dominant methods in computer vision before the recent resurgence in popularity of deep neural networks. With the recent resurgence, one fundamental puzzle arises that grammar models with more explicitly compositional structures and better analytic and theoretical potential, often perform worse than their neural network counterparts. As David Mumford pointed out, "Grammar in language is merely a recent extension of much older grammars that are built into the brains of all intelligent animals to analyze sensory input, to structure their actions and even formulate their thoughts." [43] . Our proposed AOG building block is highly expressive for analyzing sensory input and bridges the performance gap between grammars and DNNs. It also enables flexible and diverse network structures to address Hinton's quest on improving structural sufficiency in DNNs [22] .
Method Overview
We first summarize the best practices in existing building blocks, and then briefly overview our proposed AOG building block (Fig. 1 ) and how it unifies the existing ones.
Existing building blocks usually do not fully implement the three principles (compositionality, reconfigurability and lateral connections).
• InceptionNets or GoogLeNets [55] embodies a splittransform-aggregate heuristic in a shallow feed-forward way for feature exploration, which is inspired by the network-in-network design [39] and the theoretical study on stage-wise design [1] . However, the filter numbers and sizes are tailored for each individual transformation, and the modules are customized stage-by-stage. Interleaved group convolutions [67] share the similar spirit, but use simpler scheme.
• ResNets [21] provide a simple yet effective solution, inspired by the Highway network [53] , that enables networks to enjoy going either deeper or wider without sacrificing the feasibility of optimization. From the perspective of representation learning, skip-connections within a ResNet [21] contributes to effective feature reuse. They do not, however, realize the split component as done in GoogLeNets.
• ResNeXts [63] add the spit component in ResNets and address the drawbacks of the Inception modules using group convolutions in the transformation.
• Deep Pyramid ResNets [18] gradually increase feature channels between building blocks, instead of increasing feature channels sharply at each residual unit with downsampling in vanilla ResNets.
• DenseNets [26] explicitly differentiate between information that is added to the network and information that is preserved. Dense connections with feature maps being concatenated together are used, which are effective for feature exploration, but lack the capability of feature reuse as done in ResNets.
• Dual Path Networks (DPN) [6] utilize ResNet blocks and DenseNet blocks in parallel to balance feature reuse and feature exploration.
• Deep Layer Aggregation networks (DLA) [65] iteratively and hierarchically aggregate the feature hierarchy when stacking the building blocks such as the ResNet ones.
Our AOG building block is hierarchical, compositional and reconfigurable with lateral connections by design. As Fig. 1 shows, an AOG building block splits its input feature map into N groups along feature channels, and treat it as a sentence of N words. It then jointly realizes a phrase structure grammar (vertical composition) [11, 12, 10, 71, 70, 52] and a dependency grammar (horizontal connections in pink in Fig. 1 ) [19, 71, 13] in bottom-up parsing the "sentence" for better feature exploration and reuse: (i) Phrase structure grammar is a 1-D special case of the method presented in [52, 62] . It can also be understood as a modified version of the well-known Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) parsing algorithm in natural language processing according to a binary composition rule. (ii) Dependency grammar is integrated to capture lateral connections and improve the representational flexibility and power.
In an AOG building block, each node applies some basic operation T (·) (e.g., Conv-BN-ReLU) to its input, and there are three types of nodes:
• A Terminal-node takes as input a channel-wise slice of the input feature map (i.e., a k-gram).
• An AND-node implements composition, whose input is computed by concatenating features of its syntactic child nodes, and adding the lateral connection if present.
• An OR-node represents alternative compositions, whose input is the element-wise sum of features of its syntactic child nodes and the lateral connection if present. Our AOG building block unifies the best practices developed in popular building blocks in that, • Terminal-nodes implement the split-transform heuristic (or group convolutions) as done in GoogLeNets [55] and ResNeXts [63] , but at multiple levels (including overlapped group convolutions). They also implement the skip-connection at multiple levels. Unlike the cascade-based stacking scheme in ResNets, DenseNets and DPNs, Termninal-nodes can be computed in parallel to improve efficiency. Non-terminal nodes implement aggregation.
• AND-nodes implement DenseNet-like aggregation (i.e., concatenation) [26] for feature exploration.
• OR-nodes implement ResNet-like aggregation (i.e., summation) [21] for feature reuse.
• The hierarchy facilitates gradual increase of feature channels as in Deep Pyramid ResNets [18] , and also leads to good balance between depth and width of networks.
• The compositional structure provides much more flexible information flows than DPN [6] and the DLA [65] .
• The lateral connections induce feature diversity and increase the effective depth of nodes along the path without introducing extra parameters.
We stack AOG building blocks to form a deep AOG network, called AOGNet. Fig. 3 illustrates a 3-stage AOGNet. Our AOGNet utilizes two nice properties of grammars: (i) The flexibility and simplicity of constructing different network structures based on a dictionary of primitives and a set of production rules in a principled way; and (ii) The highly expressive power and the parsimonious compactness of their explicitly hierarchical and compositional structures.
Related Work and Our Contributions
Network architectures are the foundation for improving performance of DNNs. We focus on hand-crafted architectures in this section. Related work on neural architecture search is referred to the survey papers [8, 64] .
Hand-crafted network architectures. After more than 20 years since the seminal work 5-layer LeNet5 [35] was proposed, the recent resurgence in popularity of neural networks was triggered by the 8-layer AlexNet [30] with breakthrough performance on ImageNet [49] in 2012. Since then, a lot of efforts were devoted to learn deeper AlexNetlike networks with the intuition that deeper is better. The VGG Net [4] proposed a 19-layer network with insights on using multiple successive layers of small filters (e.g., 3 × 3) A special case, 1 × 1 convolution, was proposed in the network-in-network [39] for reducing or expanding feature dimensionality between consecutive layers, and have been widely used in many networks. The 22-layer GoogLeNet [56] introduced the first inception module and a bottleneck scheme implemented with 1 × 1 convolution for reducing computational cost. The main obstacle of going deeper lies in the gradient vanishing issue in optimization, which is addressed with a new structural design, shortpath or skip-connection, proposed in the Highway network [53] and popularized by the ResNets [21] , especially when combined with the batch normalization (BN) [28] . More than 100 layers are popular design in the recent literature [21, 55] , as well as even more than 1000 layers trained on large scale datasets such as ImageNet [27, 68] . The Fractal Net [34] and deeply fused networks [60] provided an alternative way of implementing short path for training ultra-deep networks without residuals. Complementary to going deeper, width matters in ResNets and inception based networks too [66, 63, 67] . Going beyond the first-order skip-connections in ResNets, DenseNets [26] proposed a densely connected network architecture with concatenation scheme for feature reuse and exploration, and DPNs [6] proposed to combine residuals and densely connections in an alternating way for more effective feature exploration and reuse. DLA networks [65] further develop iterative and hierarchical aggregation schema with very good performance obtained. Most work focused on boosting spatial encoding and utilizing spatial dimensionality reduction. The squeezeand-excitation module [24] is a recently proposed simple yet effective method focusing on channel-wise encoding. The Hourglass network [45] proposed a hourglass module consisting of both subsampling and upsampling to enjoy repeated bottom-up/top-down feature exploration.
Our AOGNet is created by intuitively simple yet principled grammars. It shares some spirit with the inception module [55] , the deeply fused nets [60] and the DLA [65] .
Grammars. A general framework of image grammar was proposed in [71] . Object detection grammar was the dominant approaches for object detection [9, 70, 52, 38, 36, 37] , and has recently been integrated with DNNs [57, 58, 5] . Probabilistic program induction [54, 32, 33] has been used successfully in many settings, but has not shown good performance in difficult visual understanding tasks such as large-scale image classification and object detection. More recently, recursive cortical networks [13] have been proposed with better data efficiency in learning which adopts the AND-OR grammar framework [71] , showing great potential of grammars in developing general AI systems.
Our contributions. This paper makes two main contributions in the field of deep representation learning:
• It proposes compositional grammatical architectures for deep learning and presents deep AND-OR Grammar networks (AOGNets). AOGNets facilitate both feature exploration and feature reuse in a hierarchical and compositional way. AOGNets unify the best practices developed by state-of-the-art DNNs such as GoogLeNets, ResNets, ResNeXts, DenseNets, DPN, and DLA. To our best knowledge, it is the first work of designing grammarguided network generators.
• It obtains better performance than many state-of-theart networks in the ImageNet-1K classification benchmark and MS-COCO object detection and segmentation benchmark. It also obtains better model interpretability and shows greater potential for adversarial defense.
AOGNets
In this section, we first present details of constructing the structure of our AOGNets. Then, we define node operation functions for nodes in an AOGNet. We also propose a method of simplifying the full structure of an AOG building block which prunes syntactically symmetric nodes.
The Structure of an AOGNet
An AOGNet (Fig. 3) consists of a predefined number of stages each of which comprises one or more than one AOG building blocks. As Fig. 1 The phrase structure grammar [11, 12, 10, 71, 70, 52] . Let S i,j be a non-terminal symbol representing the subsentence starting at the i-th word (i ∈ [0, N − 1]) and ending at the j-th word (j ∈ [0, N − 1], j ≥ i) with the length k = j − i + 1. We consider the following three rules in parsing a sentence:
where we have, • The first rule is a termination rule which grounds the nonterminal symbol S i,j directly to the corresponding subsentence t i,j , i.e., a k-gram terminal symbol, which is represented by a Terminal-node.
• The second rule is a binary decomposition rule, denoted by [L · R], which decomposes a non-terminal symbol S i,j into two child non-terminal symbols representing a left sub-sentence and a right sub-sentence, L i,i+m and R i+m+1,j respectively. It is represented by an ANDnode, and entails the concatenation scheme in forward computation to match feature channels.
• The third rule represents alternative ways of decomposing a non-terminal symbol S i,j , denoted by A|B|C, which is represented by an OR-node, and can utilize summation scheme in forward computation to "integrate out" the decomposition structures.
The dependency grammar [19, 13, 71] . We introduce dependency grammar to model lateral connections between non-terminal nodes of the same type (AND-node or ORnode) with the same length k. As illustrated by the arrows in pink in Fig. 1 , we add lateral connections in a straightforward way: (i) For the set of OR-nodes with k ∈ [1, N − 1], we first sort them based on the starting index i; and (ii) For the set of AND-nodes with k ∈ [2, N], we first sort them based on the lexical orders of the pairs of starting indexes of the two child nodes. Then, we add sequential lateral connections for nodes in the sorted set either from left to right, or vice versa. We use opposite lateral connection directions for AND-nodes and OR-nodes iteratively to have globally consistent lateral flow from bottom to top in an AOG building block.
Node Operations in an AOGNet
In an AOG building bock, all nodes use the same type of transformation function T (·) (see Fig. 1 ). For a node v, denote by f in (v) its input feature map, and then its output feature map is computed by f out (v) = T (f in (v)). For a Terminal-node t, it is straightforward to apply the transformation using f in (t) = F in (t) where F in (t) is the k-gram 
j(m) to the back of Q; end else if vi,j is an AND-node with split index m then
Create two OR-nodes Oi,i+m and Oi+m+1,j for the two sub-sentence respectively; 
If it has a lateral node whose output is denoted by f out (A lateral ), we add it and get
• For an OR-node O, its input is the summation of the outputs of its child nodes (including the lateral node if
where ch(·)
represents the set of child nodes.
Where λ L , λ R , λ lateral and λ u 's are weights (see details in Section 4.1). Node inputs are computed following the syntactical structure of AOG building block to ensure that feature dimensions and spatial sizes match in the concatenation and summation. In learning and inference, we follow the depth-first search (DFS) order to compute nodes in an AOG building block, which ensures that all the child nodes have been computed when we compute a node v. 
Simplifying AOG Building Blocks
The phrase structure grammar is syntactically redundant since it unfolds all possible configurations w.r.t. the binary composition rule. In representation learning, we also want to increase the feature dimensions of different stages in a network for better representational power, but try not to increase the total number of parameters significantly. To balance the structural complexity and the feature dimensions of our AOG building block, we propose to simplify the structure of an AOG building block by pruning some syntactically redundant nodes. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the pruning algorithm is simple: Given a full structure AOG building block, we start with an empty simplified block. We first add the root OR-node into the simplified block. Then, we follow the BFS order of nodes in the full structure block. For each encountered OR-node we only keep the child nodes which do not have left-right syntactically symmetric counterparts in the current set of child nodes in the simplified block. For encountered AND-nodes and Terminal-nodes, we add them to the simplified block. The pruning algorithm can be integrated into Algorithm 1. For example, consider the four child nodes of the root OR-node in the left of Fig. 4 , the fourth child node is removed since it is symmetric to the second one.
Experiments
Our AOGNet is tested in the ImageNet-1K classification benchmark [49] and the MS-COCO object detection and segmentation benchmark [40] . 1 
Implementation Settings and Details
We use simplified AOG building blocks. For the node operation T (), we use the bottleneck variant of Conv-BNReLU proposed in ResNets [21] , which adds one 1 × 1 convolution before and after the operation to first reduce feature dimension and then expand it back. More specif- 1 Due to space limit, we will present results for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [29] and other datasets in our code GitHub repository.
ically, we have T (x) = ReLU (x + T (x)) for an input feature map x where T () represents a sequence of primitive operations, Conv1x1-BN-ReLU, Conv3x3-BN-ReLU and Conv1x1-BN. If Dropout [30] is used with drop rate p ∈ (0, 1), we add it after the last BN, i.e., T (x) = ReLU (x + Dropout (T (x), p) )
Handling double-counting due to the compositional DAG structure and lateral connections. First, in our AOG building block, some nodes will have multiple paths to reach the root OR-node due to the compositional DAG structure. Since we use the skip connection in the node operation T (), the feature maps of those nodes with multiple paths will be double-counted at the root OR-node. Second, if a node v and its lateral node v lateral share a parent node, we also need to handle double-counting in the skip connection. Denote by n(v) the number of paths between v and the root OR-node, which can be counted during the building block construction (Algorithm 1). Consider an AND-node A with two syntactic child node L and R and the lateral node A lateral , we compute two different inputs, one for the skip connection, f
The transformation for node A is then implemented by
. Similarly, we can set λ u 's in the OR-node operation. We note that we can also treat λ's as unknown parameters to be learned end-to-end.
Image Classification in ImageNet-1K
The ILSVRC 2012 classification dataset [49] consists of about 1.2 million images for training, and 50, 000 for validation, from 1, 000 classes. We adopt the same data augmentation scheme (random crop and horizontal flip) for training images as done in [21, 26] , and apply a single-crop with size 224 × 224 at test time. Following the common protocol, we evaluate the top-1 and top-5 classification error rates on the validation set.
Model specifications. We test three AOGNets with different model complexities. In comparison, we use the model size as the name tag for AOGNets (e.g., AOGNet-12M means the AOGNet has 12 million parameters or so). The stem (see Fig. 3 ) uses three Conv3x3-BN layers (with stride 2 for the first layer), followed by a 2 × 2 max pooling layer with stride 2. All the three AOGNets use four stages. Within a stage, we use the same AOG building block, while different stages may use different blocks. A stage is then specified by N n where N is primitive size (Algorithm 1) and n the number of blocks. The filter channels are defined by a 5-tuple for specifying the input and output dimensions for the 4 stages. The detailed specifications Table 1 . The top-1 and top-5 error rates (%) on the ImageNet-1K validation set using single model and single-crop testing. of the three AOGNets are: AOGNet-12M uses stages of (2 2 , 4 1 , 4 3 , 2 1 ) with filter channels (32, 128, 256, 512, 936) , AOGNet-40M uses stages of (2 2 , 4 1 , 4 4 , 2 1 ) with filter channels (60, 240, 448, 968, 1440) , and AOGNet-60M uses stages of (2 2 , 4 2 , 4 5 , 2 1 ) withe filter channels (64, 256, 512, 1160, 1400) . Training settings. We adopt random parameter initialization for filter weights. For Batch Normalization (BN) layers, we use 0 to initialize all offset parameters. We use 1 to initialize all scale parameters except for the last BN layer in each T () where we initialize the scale parameter by 0 as done in [16] . We use Dropout [30] Table 2 . Top-1 accuracy comparisons under white-box adversarial attack using 1-step FGSM [15] with the Foolbox toolkit [48] .
0.1 in the last two stages. We use 8 GPUs (NVIDIA V100) in training. The batch size is 128 per GPU (1024 in total). The initial learning rate is 0.4, and the cosine learning rate scheduler [41] is used with weight decay 1 × 10 −4 and momentum 0.9. We train AOGNet with SGD for 120 epochs which include 5 epochs for linear warm-up following [16] .
Results and Analyses: AOGNets obtain the best accuracy and model interpretability. Table 1 shows the results, and Fig. 5 shows plots for the top-1 error rates and training losses. Our AOGNets are the best among the models with comparable model sizes in comparison in terms of top-1 and top-5 accuracy. Our small AOGNet-12M outperforms ResNets [21] [24] (48.9M ) which represents the most powerful and widely used combination in practice. AOGNet-40M also obtains better performance than the runner-up, DPN-98 [6] (61.6M ), which indicates that the hierarchical and compositional integration of the DenseNet-and ResNet-aggregation in our AOG building block is more effective than the cascade-based integration in the DPN [6] . Our AOGNet-60M achieves the best results. The FLOPs of our AOGNet-60M are slightly higher than DPN-98 partially because DPN uses ResNeXt operation (i.e., group conv.).
Model Interpretability has been recognized as a critical concern in developing deep learning based AI systems [7] . We use the network dissection metric [3] which compares the number of unique "detectors" (i.e., filter kernels) in the last convolution layer. Our AOGNet obtains the best score in comparison (Fig. 6) , which indicates the AOG building block has great potential to induce model interpretabilty by design, while achieving the best accuracy performance.
Adversarial robustness is another crucial issue faced by many DNNs [2] . We conduct a simple experiment to compare the out-of-the-box adversarial robustness of different DNNs. Table 2 shows the results. Under the vanilla settings, our AOGNets show better potential in adversarial defense, especially when the perturbation energy is controlled relatively low (i.e. = 0.1). We will investigate this with different attacks and adversarial training in future work.
Mobile settings. We train an AOGNet-4M under the typical mobile settings [23] . results. We obtain performance on par to the popular networks specifically designed for mobile platforms such as the MobileNets [23, 51] and ShuffleNets [69] . Our AOGNet also outperforms the auto-searched network, NASNet [72] (which used around 800 GPUs in search). We note that we use the same AOGNet structure, thus showing promising device-agnostic capability of our AOGNets. This is potentially important and useful for deploying DNNs to different platforms in practice since no extra efforts of hand-crafting or searching neural architectures are entailed.
Object Detection and Segmentation in COCO
MS-COCO is one the widely used benchmarks for object detection and segmentation [40] . It consists of 80 object categories. We train AOGNet in the COCO train2017 set and evaluate in the COCO val2017 set. We report the standard COCO metrics of Average Precision (AP), AP 50 , and AP 75 , for bounding box detection (AP bb ) and instance segmentation, i.e. mask prediction (AP m ). We experiment on the Mask-RCNN system [20] using the state-of-the-art implementation, maskrcnn-benchmark [42] . We use AOGNets pretrained on ImageNet-1K as the backbones. In fine-tuning for object detection and segmentation, we freeze all the BN parameters as done for the ResNet [21] and ResNeXt [63] backbones. We keep all remaining aspects unchanged. We test both the C4 and FPN settings.
Results. Table 4 shows the comparison results. Our AOGNets obtain better results than the ResNet [21] and ResNeXt [63] backbones with smaller model sizes and similar or slightly better inference time. The results show the effectiveness of our AOGNets learning better features in object detection and segmentation tasks.
Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study which investigates the effects of (i) RS: Removing Symmetric child nodes of ORnodes in the pruned AOG building blocks, and of (ii) LC: adding Lateral Connections. As Table 5 shows, the two components, RS and LC, improve performance. The results are consistent with our design intuition and principles. The RS component facilitates higher feature dimensions due to the reduced structural complexity, and the LC component increases the effective depth of nodes on the lateral flows. Table 5 . An ablation study of our AOGNets using the mean error rate across 5 runs. In the first two rows, the AOGNets use full structure, and the pruned structure in the last two rows. The feature dimensions of node operations are accordingly specified to keep model sizes comparable.
Conclusions and Discussions
This paper proposes grammar-guided network generators which construct compositional grammatical architectures for deep learning in an effective way. It presents deep AND-OR Grammar networks (AOGNets). The AOG comprises a phrase structure grammar and a dependency grammar. An AOGNet consists of a number of stages each of which comprises a number of AOG building blocks. Our AOG building block harnesses the best of grammar models and DNNs for deep learning. AOGNet obtains state-of-theart performance. In ImageNet-1K [49] , AOGNet obtains better performance than all state-of-the-art networks under fair comparisons. AOGNet also obtains the best model interpretability score using network dissection [3] . AOGNet further shows better potential in adversarial defense. In MS-COCO [40] , AOGNet obtains better performance than the ResNet and ResNeXt backbones in Mask R-CNN [20] .
Discussions. We hope this paper encourages further exploration in learning grammar-guided network generators. The AOG can be easily extended to adopt k-branch splitting rules with k > 2. Other types of edges can also be easily introduced in the AOG such as dense lateral connections and top-down connections. Node operations can also be extended to exploit grammar-guided transformation. And, better parameter initialization methods need to be studied for the AOG structure.
